
Best Beach Destination in Europe?

When you think of stunning beaches in Europe our minds can often drift to Greece, Italy, Cyprus or Croatia.
These are stunning locations with stunning beaches. Portugal, on the other hand, is often downplayed and
seen as an underdog to the heavy weights of Europe. Times seem to be changing and have been for some
time. Read on to discover more!

It was champagne and caviar for Portugal at the World Travel Awards Ceremony held this month. The annual
red carpet event, attended by VIPs from the world of travel, showcases the leading destinations and is
considered to be the ultimate recognition of quality in the travel and tourism industry.

The World Travel Awards have been in place for nearly thirty years and now operate an online voting process
to decide the winners. These votes are collected from the general public as well as thousands of travel
professionals and experts.

Winning the most desirable award of the evening was - you've guessed it - The Algarve, Portugal, for Europe's
Leading Beach Destination. This is for a remarkable (not to us) fifth time in a row. Beauty, sand quality,
cleanliness, safety and infrastructure - the best beaches in Europe - it's official - again!

And it wasn't just the beach that took the headlines. Portugal claimed another thirty awards on the night
including Porto - Europe’s Leading City Destination, Conrad Algarve - Europe’s Leading Lifestyle Resort and
Lisbon - Europe’s Leading Cruise Destination.

Congratulations Portugal - thoroughly deserved and well done!
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Property Of The Week

Beautiful villa in Loule

This beautiful villa is located in the countryside of Loulé and about 15 minutes’ drive from Vilamoura
Marina. Just a few minutes’ drive from the centre of Loulé, a historical town that offers all your necessary
amenities such as supermarkets and restaurants and hosts the famous Saturday Loulé market.

Testimonial Of The Week
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I want to thank Alexandru and Mihaela for

the way they dealt with the listing and sale of

my property. Professional, honest and

correct - never falling into contradictions.

The Virtual Experience video was

spectacular! Thank you very much!

Pedro Miguel
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